1995 toyota tacoma headlight

Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended Use. Quantity Sold. Shop
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Answers. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Customize
your Car, Truck and SUVs with JC Whitney premium quality parts; express your love to your
ride in style with this affordable option that every enthusiast will enjoy! Worry-free purchases
guaranteed with JC Whitney products; every purchase is backed by 1-year, unlim Feb 07, Great
product and easy install. Larry Guin. Purchased on Jan 11, Feb 01, Almost a tight fit. Nice to get
the metal mounting plate and the bulb when I just needed the glass housing which had a rock
hit. When I did not use the supplied metal mounting plate, I found the glass housing was just
tad loose with the factory mounting plate points for the light. Just slightly loose but not enough
to remount the whole thing again. The price was decent compared with other dealers. Martin
Lee. Purchased on Jan 17, Rectangular Conversion Headlight. Dec 12, Not as bright as expected
but not bad for the price. Kerry Kerry. Purchased on Nov 23, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately, there are things you
can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving habits you can develop
to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these tips. Driving with your
headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and your passengers, but
also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types of Headlights? They
are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in older vehicles. For , all
the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out
while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number
Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply
Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Tacomas ' started by
steaktacos , Mar 19, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are
currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Post
Reply. So I am planning on switching out the stock sealed beam headlights on my tacoma for
some new housings that will accept an H4 style bulb. The goal of this is to be able to replace
bulbs not entire headlights, have a better looking housing and get a brighter headlights.
Probably going to buy these or something similar:. Last edited: Mar 19, I did this on my Dodge
W I had. I loved it and would really like to do it on my 97 tacoma. As stated I wouldn't go over
80w with stock wiring unless you use a upgraded harness with relays like this Hey everyone,
thanks for all the help! I'm planning on sticking with the stock harness at least for now so I wont
go of 80w, I will do w a little more reading up and let everone know what I decide. LSC15 , Mar
19, Do NOT run hids in a halogen housing! Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Thread: Headlights,
H4 conversion. All Categories. Username or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' 2nd
Gen. Tacomas ' started by crashnburn80 , Oct 27, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to
Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for
a FREE account. Post Reply. My build goal is to drastically increase the light output from the
stock headlights without sacrificing quality, durability or the OEM lighting optics and improve
the look of the truck at the same time. Rather than trying to change the technology that is used
by the halogen reflector headlights like improperly stuffing HID or LED bulbs in a reflector lens
designed specifically for halogen bulbs , I just improved on the same technology by cranking up
the power, adding some new school tricks to old school tech, and improved the efficiency while
selecting better looking OEM parts. First off the results. New setup on the left, stock on the right
more output pics later in post : Now that I have your attention This upgrade results in over a 2x
improvement from stock. This is done by a combination of overdriving the filament and running
much higher wattage than stock in a high efficiency bulb. These bulbs do not have a cosmetic
bulb coating to look cool, which also reduces lumen output, meaning they are a true purebred
performance bulb. They will still burn whiter than stock and also have decent bulb life for being
a high wattage bulb, being rated at hours. These bulbs will be limited in output without the
additional standalone harness upgrade. See how they compare to the Chinese knockoffs here.
These are a high wattage, high efficiency bulb, meaning they increase output and extend
distance projection. Low beams always burn out first in a dual filament bulb. The low beam is
still rated at hours, just like the Hyper bulbs. However these are not a high efficiency bulb like
the Hypers, meaning they have a less focused hot spot. So while they increase output they do
not extend distance projection. You can see the comparison here. Stock wattage high efficiency

bulbs that extend distance projection are listed at the end of the thread. I always recommend
buying 2 sets. I have also found the bulbs on eBay , but Chinese versions are rampant on eBay,
so be cautious of what you buy. Compare the boxes to the boxes pictured above and check
where it is made and the country it is shipping from. If unsure I would recommend buying from
PowerBulbs. For other bulb recomendations, including "whiter" bulbs and those that do not
require a harness, see the Other Bulbs section at the end of the thread. The harness uses heavy
duty 12 gauge wiring and Bosch-Tyco TE European relays with ceramic plugs to bypass the
factory wiring and switches, drawing power directly from the battery. The 12 gauge heavy duty
wiring with a direct lead to the battery is more efficient, reducing voltage drop and causing your
lights to burn brighter, and isolates the factory wiring from the increased loads of the high
power bulbs. The harness is entirely plug and play, the factory switch will control the relay on
the harness, to control the lights as if it were stock. You can see the excellent build quality
documented here. You can see my side-by-side comparison with the Rallylights harness here.
Rallylights part number HL Ground switched harness: Ground switched is more common on the
first gen and older trucks. If you run the electrical ground system test listed below and
determine you have a ground switched truck unlike my , you need this ground switched harness
instead of the conventional one linked above. Headlight Services ground switched harness listed under 4Runner Headlight Services is the recommended Harness Rallylights ground
switched harness - part number HLS Rallylights conventionally switched heavy duty headlight
harness. See update here. This upgrade is only cosmetic over stock and not required for
increased light output. Unlike the BHLM, there is no breaking of the seals on the headlights and
no need to worry about condensation or leaks inside the headlight. The links above were the
cheapest I found online. TSB is available here. Right: Left: Stock light on left, Pro on right:
Determining your electrical ground system: Toyota previously has produced their trucks with
ground switched wiring. Ground switched is when power is always constant and the ground is
completed to activate the circuit, vs conventional the power is completed to activate the circuit.
I originally ordered the ground switched harness but it did not work on my Tacoma. After
emailing rallylights. A measurement of 0. I tested the common connection with a multimeter and
determined my truck was conventionally switched. You can also use a simple bulb voltage
detector for this test. Testing ground: Install: If you can replace your headlight bulbs and
change a car battery, you can install this harness, it is completely plug and play. Install
instructions: I routed my wiring under the radiator shroud and used zip ties in the empty holes
to secure it in place: Shroud reinstalled: Comparing the stock wiring and plastic plug vs HD
harness wiring and ceramic plug: For installing my Pro headlights, I used this thread to read up
on removal. I parked 20ft away from a wall and used painters tape to mark the horizon and the
hot spot center points of the OEM beam pattern for each light. After swapping the headlight
assemblies I put the truck back in the same spot and adjusted the alignment to match the tape
marks. I also recommend doing one headlight at a time to use the horizon line from the
untouched light to double validate the replaced light and adjust the horizon accordingly. Aiming
adjusters on back of the headlight. I highly recommend only adjusting the vertical adjuster: The
hidden bolt seems tricky but after removing the lower flap it only takes a minute once you find
it. Not reinstalling this bolt as so many mention is just unacceptable laziness. Take pride in your
work people. Picture looking up under the front bumper with the wrench on the hidden bolt: In
order to get the old lights out, I struggled to get the lower light tab to clear the bumper skin. I
ended up disconnecting the bumper, but not removing it, just to get more play so I could get the
lights out and the new ones in. I used instructions from grillcraft here. Grill removed and
bumper detached but not removed for headlight install: New Pro headlights installed: Compared
to a stocker in the parking lot: Testing output: Scientifically quantitative results are always
better than subjectivity. Using my light Lux meter to measure light output before and after the
upgrade. Stock high beam lux: Ultimate high beam lux. A headlight upgrade done correctly, will
be indistinguishable to oncoming drivers while the driver will see massive improvement. The
engineered cut off is maintained and looks the same. Heat: People have understandably
expressed concern over heat output of high powered halogens. I took some IR laser temp
readings of stock compared to ultimate, with the ambient temp of 57 degrees. For an in-depth
explanation with photos, and to see how this headlight upgrade compares to higher powered
LEDs, read this thread. This scatter blinds oncoming drivers and wastes light that could be
used to illuminate the road. With less light projected to the road this is actually a downgrade,
despite the color and glare hitting street signs making you think otherwise. LEDs have recently
become popular, but most that improve light output over stock use microprocessor cooling
fans to cool the LED circuit. Not a very durable design for off-road use, or any use. The cooling
fan versions also require cutting of the rear headlight boot to fit, meaning the seal is shot and
condensation inside the lens could become an issue. The optics are questionable as LED light

is directional vs Halogen being omni-directional. Numerous threads on TW have had people go
to LEDs only later to return to Halogen due to the lack of reliability, the incorrect optics, and
superior spectrum of the Halogens. Swapped both bulbs with a new set. Escape is going strong
with 14 months on the 85w bulbs also has standalone harness. Bulb bulb burnt out 2 days later.
Since the relay is either on or off, the headlights are either on or off and do not operate at partial
wattage like the DRLs. This has no effect if your DRLs utilize the amber indicators like the
majority of Tacomas. Additional output pics after adding the Ultimate fog light upgrade: And
some people claim halogens have no cut off. More info at post here. See my experience with
Optilux. These bulbs are a subrand of Hella, but for H13s were actually repackaged bulbs from
'Heliolite'. That is the performance penalty of having a coated bulb to produce whiter output.
Why do I recommend non coated bulbs? Read this from Daniel Stern. Stock wattage
performance bulbs Stock wattage high performance bulbs do not actually put out more light,
instead they use smaller high precision filaments to make the light more focused and intense
for the headlight to use more efficiently and project a brighter hotspot further. You can see an
short article by Philips explaining how these bulbs work here. Last edited: Feb 5, Never heard of
this. So "properly" retrofitted headlights not ebay headlights are not actually proper? When
analyzing their cutoff lines they don't seem to throw light at any other drivers. Either way, good
job. Chopper , Oct 27, Kolter45 , rydr1 , Chopper and 1 other person like this. TRDSport10 likes
this. I don't think that's what OP cares about maybe his truck is a dedicated off road toy.
DukesTaco , Oct 27, Everybody seems to be missing the point here. MatthewMay1 , Iggy ,
bigMac28 and 5 others like this. Hey OP. How come you whent with the 85w and not the 70w
bulbs. Do you know what the line out put in on the 70w bulbs? Op in the description it says
"this is a good choice for cars with questionable wiring". If the Tacoma wiring is questionable
then we are good. No need to re wire. The wiring kit is not expensive in my opinion. It's a good
upgrade and without new headlight housings not expensive. I might give the 70w bulbs a try.
What about the "Not legal for highway use" part? Last edited: Oct 27, DustStorm4x4 and
mahaloTaco like this. Subbed for an answer to this, and the sheer simplicity of it GJ OP.
Ihatetacomas , Oct 27, Iam shure we do more illegal things than run brighter headlights.
Disclaimer no undocumented persons were harmed by this post. Show Ignored Content. H11
Male and Female Wire Harness. Bosch Relay. It is not created or sold by the OE car company.
Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on
Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories.
Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
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Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. It ensures your safety while driving at
night or in poorly lit road conditions. Located on the front of your car, the headlights can easily
be damaged by various road substances. Knowing the usual problems in your headlight
assembly and their causes will be very helpful in determining how to fix it. The following are the
common headlight troubles you might encounter with your Toyota Tacoma:. If you notice your
headlights dimming especially when you're driving at night, check on them as soon as possible
because there may be electrical glitches that need to be given proper attention. Usually,
dimming occurs because of a bad alternator. The alternator is responsible for keeping the
battery charged. That's why when it becomes defective, the battery loses its power quickly and
then causes the headlights to dim. To know if the power in your battery is flowing properly, it is
best to use a volt meter. If only one headlight is not functioning, the reason would be a
burned-out bulb. Bulbs die out eventually, and that's normal. Generally, a Toyota Tacoma
headlight can last up to a maximum of 2, hours or 12, to 15, miles a year. But premature failure
of the headlight could be due to a weak filament or when the vehicle is often driven on rough
roads. If, on the other hand, both headlights are not working, the most likely cause would be a
bad fuse, relay, or faulty wiring. Electrical shorts are usually caused by moisture in the
headlight housing or damage in the wirings. Moisture usually builds up when the seal on the
headlight lens gets worn out. It eventually reaches the bulb terminals, which causes the short or
the bulbs to blow out. You might want to check your headlight housing for cracks, which could

be where the moisture originated. Frayed wiring can also result into a short circuit, and in this
case, you will need the help of a professional. Lastly, you can check on the headlight fuse for
damage as well. If the metal strip inside it is broken, the fuse would have to be replaced to
prevent more incidents of electrical short. Headlights are mounted symmetrically on the driver
and passenger sides of the vehicle. A headlight is an assembly that includes the main headlight
bulb, turn indicators, and reflectors inside a plastic or metal housing and sealed by the
headlight lens. The main purpose of the headlight is to illuminate the road on poorly-lit areas at
night. High-beams are used in areas with little to no street lights because the light is projected
higher than regular lighting. In , Toyota released the Tacoma in the midsize pickup truck
segment. The headlights are integrated to provide safety and convenience on your trips,
especially in low-light conditions. Any car is integrated with a set of interior and exterior lighting
systems. The exterior has two primary light sources and they are found in the front and at the
back. In front are the headlights and fog lights, with the headlights being the main lighting
system. It comes as an assembly that includes the main headlight bulb, turn indicators, and
reflectors inside a plastic or metal housing that is sealed by the headlight lens. The main
purpose of the headlight is to illuminate the road at night and in poorly-lit areas. Aside from
casting light on the road, it also makes your vehicle visible to other drivers. There are two
lighting modes of the headlights: the low-beam and high-beam. The normal headlight angle
points a little downward than leveled, which is the perfect angle for illuminating the road without
blinding other drivers. High-beams, on the other hand, are used in areas with little to no street
lights because the light is projected higher than regular lighting. The angle is helpful for having
a clearer and wider view of the road. However, it is blinding to other drivers. Make sure you
switch your high-beams off at least meters away from oncoming traffic. Its design and
appearance are almost identical to the factory-fitted headlights your Toyota Tacoma has. OE
replacement headlights are the best option if you want to retain that authentic
out-from-the-factory look on your truck. OE upgrade headlights offer aftermarket designs,
different materials, and color options. For example, an OE upgrade headlight could feature
additional black bezels around the outline of the assembly. There are also products with
smoked housing, while others feature LED strips and projector beams. The Certified Automotive
Parts Association CAPA is an independent non-profit organization that standardizes the quality
of automotive replacement parts. Headlights for the Toyota Tacoma vary in looks, fitting, and
installation. This price range includes individually sold items, as well as kits, and pairs. All
headlight replacements and upgrades for the Toyota Tacoma feature direct-fit installation. There
are items with clear lenses, as well as black and chrome interiors. Here are some signs of failing
headlights. The earliest sign of failing headlights is the dimming of the bulb. It may be difficult
to notice at first, but you should be able to observe this over time. Failing to deal with dimming
headlights may lead to flickering. However, there are some cases where flickering is the first
sign of trouble. Flickering lights are caused by electrical wiring problems and worn-out bulbs.
This means that the bulbs have totally gone out and the only choice you have is to replace
them. Can you ever imagine driving in total darkness without your trusty Toyota Tacoma
headlight assembly? You would have to struggle squinting your eyes, hoping you'd clearly see
the road ahead but to no avail. That would be pretty tough and not to mention, extremely
dangerous. That is why it is important to keep your headlights clear and sufficiently bright at all
times. Here are a few things you can do to ensure the proper maintenance of your
headlights:Keep your headlights clean. There is actually no standard frequency of how often
you should clean your headlights. But to be sure, you may clean your headlights at least once a
week so that dirt will not accumulate over time. Because once you let filthy substances build up
on your headlights, you would definitely find them difficult to remove. In cleaning your
headlights, it is essential to pick out the right cleaning tools and techniques. Among the most
popular cleaning methods is the application of toothpaste. Many car owners have attested to its
effectiveness. With the use of a soft cloth, you simply apply an adequate amount of toothpaste
on the exterior of your headlights. It is not advisable to use whitening or mint toothpaste
because they contain substances that could damage the headlights instead. You can also use
acrylic conditioner, which prevents acrylic lens oxidation that causes cloudiness and yellowing
on the headlight lens. Other items that you can try as well are aluminum polishing compounds,
sand paper, carburetor cleaner, and the WD Examine your headlights for cracks. A broken
headlight lens does not only look unpleasant; it is also very inconvenient. Cracks can serve as
entry points for moisture and other dirt particles, which could damage your headlights in the
long run. So it is best to frequently inspect your headlights for cracks to fix the problem as early
as possible and to avoid greater damages. It is not necessary to immediately replace your
cracked or pitted lens, though. That would be very expensive when you can opt for products
that can smooth out the cracks. You can feel your truck stretching its legs to your delight while

you also appreciate the clear horizon and sunset. As it gets darker, you switch on your Toyota
Tacoma headlight. Now, you have a beam illuminating the road and exposing road bogeys. To
ensure this component of your Toyota truck keeps on providing you ample bright light on your
night trips, you should learn how to take care of it. Unable to do so can leave you visually
impaired when driving in the dark. And that is definitely not a good thing. Here are some
maintenance tips for your Toyota Tacoma headlight. Rinsing your headlight with a steady
stream of clean water gets rid of the loose layer of dirt that has accumulated on the surface. The
procedure can provide cleaning function by itself. However, it can also be done before and after
scrubbing. Just remember to wipe your headlights dry after washing using a clean dry cloth.
Rinsing off with water will not always do the job of eliminating the dirt and grime that have
accumulated on your headlight. You can further clean your headlight by getting a wash mitt or
sponge soaked in a car shampoo solution. The formulation of the car shampoo aids the removal
of the elements sticking to the lens. Scrub the lens gently to remove dirt and make it clear
again. Any harsher might scratch the lens. After a few passes with the sponge, your headlight
should be good to go. If you follow the outline of your headlight, there will be some areas near
the fenders, grille, and bumper that can house dirt and grime. Sometimes, these areas are not
reached when you just use sponge. In order to remove the particles that have accumulated in
those spaces, you should use a brush soaked in your car shampoo solution. Applying headlight
polish to the lens will add extra protection to its material. But you have to buff it to leave enough
layer of protection without impeding light travel. Toyota trucks are appreciated all over the
world because of their reliability and utility. This extends anywhere from construction, off-road,
lifestyle, and hauling. And accomplishing these activities at night will be impossible without the
illumination coming from the Toyota Tacoma headlight. With constant use and exposure to
elements due to your activities, it's likely that your truck's headlight can get damaged over time.
Do not fret. Headlight issues are bound to happen eventually but not early on if you have
maintained your truck properly. However, there is still a slim chance that small problems can
still occur at any given time. Now that you have been warned, allow us to share with you some
tips on how to troubleshoot this component. Switch on your headlights, step out of your truck,
and then observe your truck from a few yards away. How does it look? Does the lens look hazy
or more frosted than usual? If you have observed this kind of condition, then your headlight
lens might already have too many scratches. You can take care of this by applying a reliable
headlight polish and buffing the scratches away. The headlight lens should look close to brand
new after that. Drive to a clear driveway and park your truck. Switch on your regular beam and
note how much road it is able to illuminate. Then switch to your high beam and note the same
thing. If these bulbs are not as bright as they should be, you might have to replace the faulty
bulbs. When you replace a bulb, be careful not to touch the glass part of the bulb to avoid
premature burn out. Always hold it from its base. Headlights of left hand drive cars project light
in a different direction from right hand drive cars. To make sure that you are equipped with the
correct headlight assembly, you can park your truck facing a wall. Allow a few meters distance
to go between the truck and the wall. After switching your headlights on, note the light pattern
being projected. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Toyota Tacoma Headlight. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Headlight part.
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have not install it yet. Josue Salas. Purchased on Jan 23, Feb 13, Pleased that bulbs were
included. Installation was straightforward. Paul Shultz. Purchased on Jan 27, Great product for
a fair price. Peter Derkevics. Purchased on Jan 03, Show More. Toyota Tacoma Headlight
Guides. What are headlights for? Indications that you need to replace your headlights. How to
Troubleshoot the Toyota Tacoma Headlight. The following are the common headlight troubles
you might encounter with your Toyota Tacoma: Dimming If you notice your headlights dim
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ming especially when you're driving at night, check on them as soon as possible because there
may be electrical glitches that need to be given proper attention. Headlights not working If only
one headlight is not functioning, the reason would be a burned-out bulb. Short circuit Electrical
shorts are usually caused by moisture in the headlight housing or damage in the wirings.
Toyota Tacoma Headlight Buyer's Guide. What is a headlight? The two headlight modes. Toyota

Tacoma headlight replacement classification. CAPA Certification. Finding the right fit for your
Toyota Tacoma. How much is a Toyota Tacoma headlight? Helpful Automotive Resources. Why
are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight can create unsafe conditions
on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for other drivers as well.
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